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Position Description 

Maritime New Zealand Position Description 

Title Advisor Maritime Security  

 
Responsible To 

Manager Maritime Security and Marine Pollution 
Response Service 

Staff Responsibilities Nil 

Location Wellington 

Date November 2019 

Purpose of the Maritime Security Team 
Maritime NZ delivers its Vision and Mission through three key high-level functions – Regulation, Compliance 
and Response. The Response function requires the development, implementation, improvement and delivery 
of capabilities to respond to general maritime incidents, including maritime security, marine pollution 
incidents and Search and Rescue (SAR) incidents.  

General maritime incident response is managed through the Safety and Response Systems Group but is 
delivered through a whole-of-organisation approach. In particular, readiness for, and response to terrorism 
incidents, which could range from potential to actual, small to large-scale, requires contributions from across 
all elements of Maritime NZ and cooperation and partnership with multiple domestic and national agencies, 
industry, and communities. Compliance, readiness and response capabilities in regards to Maritime NZ’s 
responsibilities for maritime security are primarily delivered by the Maritime NZ Maritime Security Team – 
which is responsible for ensuring that: 

• all New Zealand trading ports are compliant to the Maritime Security Act; 

• Maritime NZ is well connected to the NZ intelligence community allowing Maritime NZ to operate 
appropriately under current and changing National risk levels;  

• Maritime NZ contributes to the NZ National Security framework, exploits the capacity of the all of 
government capability to be able to respond effectively and efficiently to a heightened risk environment. 

The Maritime Security Team (MST) provides the link between the New Zealand Government and the 
maritime industry in order to protect the country’s economy from the effects of international terrorism.  The 
MST ensures that the provisions of the Maritime Security Act 2004 and the Maritime Security Regulations 
2004 are understood and complied with. This entails regular and ongoing liaison and advice to New 
Zealand’s maritime industry, ensuring the development, implementation and maintenance of port security 
plans that are based on a robust risk management process. 

The MST plays an important part in contributing to New Zealand’s Maritime Domain Awareness. There is a 
need to develop and maintain a very good understanding of risks which could impact upon New Zealand as 
it relates to maritime security and the Maritime Security Act 2004. Relationship building is an important tool 
and there is significant collaboration with New Zealand enforcement and intelligence partners and overseas 
agencies involved in maritime security work.  

Nature and scope of role 
The Advisor Maritime Security is part of the Maritime NZ Safety and Response Business Group and reports 
to the Manager Maritime Security and Marine Pollution Response Service. The Maritime Security team also 
comprises one other Maritime Security Advisor and Senior Advisor National Security – Maritime. 

The role provides the link between MNZ and the maritime industry in order to manage the compliance of NZ 
Ports and SOLAS vessels that are subject to the maritime security legislation. 
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In the event of a security alert or warning, the Advisor Maritime Security is required to facilitate the interface 
between Government response agencies and the maritime industry and to provide detailed and specialist 
advice to the MNZ Incident Controller on relevant aspects of any affected port, or New Zealand flagged 
vessels, security plans thus assisting Maritime NZ to properly and effectively discharge its responsibilities 
under the Maritime Security Act 2004. 

The role contributes to the development, implementation and management of national maritime security 
policies, standards and processes that meet the requirement of the New Zealand Government to deliver a 
secure maritime environment. 

Whilst the role operates generally within the area of the Maritime Security Act 2004, the Maritime Security 
Regulations 2004, and Maritime NZ’s regulatory framework, a considerable amount of work revolves around 
engagement in whole of government activities. 

Key accountabilities and duties 
Management of Maritime Security functions 

 Security risk assess NZ international ports and ships in order to provide the basis for industry 
development of port and ship security plans that comply with the requirements of the Maritime Security 
Act 2004. 

 Verify the audits of the NZ international ports and test their security plans to ensure on-going 
compliance with the Maritime Security Act. 

 Advise NZ’s international ports and ships on maritime security issues, standards and protocols. 

 Assist in developing security risk profiles and risk management practices to effectively identify, manage 
and assess security risk and to implement the appropriate preventative security measures. 

 Develop and maintain Maritime NZ’s Security Operating Procedures.  

 Develop and maintain robust relationships with government agencies and other stakeholders in 
maritime security including NZ port and shipping companies, other NZ Government agencies and 
international maritime security partners. 

 Assess and verify security plans for Floating Production Storage and Offloading platforms and mobile 
offshore drilling units for the oil industry. 

 Develop and manage policies, procedures and standard operating procedures for the MIRT, including 
routine administration of data and information related to maritime incident response capabilities. 

 Where appropriate contribute to the overall MNZ intelligence capability and monitor and warn of 
intelligence threats to NZ ports and ships. 

 Research and keep abreast of international and maritime security trends and activities to best fit the NZ 
environment. 

 Keep abreast of incident management techniques and best practices to maintain a continuous 
improvement philosophy. 

 Take a leadership role in to responding to maritime security incidents. 

 

Leadership 

 Role model Maritime NZ’s Leadership Charter and organisational values  

 Participate in and actively support organisation-wide policies, procedures, programmes, activities and 
initiatives. 

 Demonstrate moral courage – making the hard decisions. 

 Lead consistently with Maritime NZ’s systems thinking principles by encouraging the application of best 
practice, promoting continuous improvement and innovation, demonstrating commitment to stakeholder 
focus and outcomes, and collaborating with other managers to understand and resolve issues that 
conflict with Maritime NZ values and the achievement of successful outcomes. 

 Contribute to the direction, guidance, motivation and support to Maritime NZ staff involved in the NZ all 
of government process, and readiness and response requirements within the integrated maritime 
incident response. 

 Represent Maritime NZ at national and international events with a focus on maritime security readiness 
and response and services. 
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Team and people management 

 Work across Maritime NZ teams to ensure an effective and efficient maritime security readiness and      
response capability as appropriate). 

 

Manage relationships  

 Build collaborative, supportive relationships and maintains internal/external networks. 

 Manage difficult and complex interpersonal situations effectively. 

 Ensure that appropriate people are always informed. 

 

Exercise initiative  

 Look for ways to improve business processes, creating improvements in efficiency. 

 Display proactive / creative problem solving. 

 Take control of a situation when circumstances require it. 

Health and Safety and Security 

Take responsibility for meeting obligations in workplace health and safety (H&S) by:  

 Ensuring accidents/incidents are reported and investigated; whether or not these involve injury 

 Following injury management and rehabilitation processes for injured staff, in consultation and with 
support from HR;  

 Ensuring hazards are identified and managed in line with Maritime NZ hazard management procedures; 

 Leading and promoting H&S by acting as a role model, ensuring H&S is discussed at team meetings 
and encouraging staff to participate in H&S initiatives. 

 Each Maritime NZ employee has individual responsibility for ensuring their own safety and that of others 
in the workplace by: 

 Ensuring they are familiar with Maritime NZ’s Health and Safety systems, policies and procedures 

 Leading and promoting H&S by acting as a role model, ensuring H&S is discussed at team meetings 
and encouraging colleagues to participate in H&S initiatives. 

 Participating in the process of hazard identification and providing input/support into how these can best 
be controlled/managed 

 Reporting all accidents, including near misses, whether or not these involve injury. 

 Practicing safe work methods including the proper use of safety equipment. 

 Actively participating in all health and safety initiatives, including providing suggestions for improvement 
of health and safety system design/operation and assisting with development of solutions for any health 
and safety issues. 

 All employees have a responsibility to ensure they understand the principles and practice the 
behaviours to ensure appropriate security in the workplace for themselves, co-workers, organisational 
information and physical assets. This includes the proper handling of private and official information 
relating to those that Maritime NZ regulates. 

General 

 Carry out other tasks as required from time to time by the Manager Maritime Security and MPRS. 
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Relationships 
The person in this role is expected to foster good working relationships with the following people: 

Internal External 

 Manager Maritime Security and Incident 
Response 

 Members of the Maritime Security and 
Incident Response  Team 

 Maritime Officers 

 RCCNZ 

 All MNZ teams  

 Ministry of Transport 

 NZ Customs Services 

 Government Communications Security Bureau 

 DP and C 

 NZ Police 

 Combined Threat Assessment Group 

 Port and Shipping Companies 

 CDEM 

 Regional Councils 

 International Maritime organisations 

 Other Maritime Security stakeholders, 
intelligence and enforcement agencies 

 USCG 

Person Specification 

 Appropriate Tertiary Qualifications and extensive work experience in maritime security/maritime 
compliance and/or intelligence security field 

 Strong analytical and problem solving ability. 

 Experience in public presentation. 

 Required to obtain and hold a Top Secret security clearance. 

 Well-developed relationship and interpersonal skills. 

 Excellent written and oral communication skills. 

 Desirable to have a maritime and risk management background. 

 Experience of workplace safety and knowledge of requirements. 

 A high level of computer literacy. 

 Proven experience of working under pressure and achieving goals within tight timeframes. 

 Well motivated, flexible and have a confident ‘can do’ attitude. 

MNZ Values 
Integrity  

 We are honest, ethical and trustworthy 

 We are fair and objective  

 We maintain confidentiality  

 We demonstrate moral courage – engaging in the difficult conversations and making the hard decisions  

Respect  

 We treat everyone fairly and courteously 

 We listen to others and act on the information received 

 We value the different skills, experience and world views each of us brings to our work 

 We role model the belief that how we do things is important– not just what we do 

 We share information and help others in MNZ to do well 
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Commitment 

 We think about MNZ as a whole  

 We support the purpose, goals and values of the organisation  

 We support others in MNZ to succeed  

 We take personal responsibility for our own behaviour, and expect others to take responsibility for theirs  

Authorisation 
Signatories: 

 

 

 

____________________________________  ___________________________________ 

(Employee)                   (On behalf of Maritime New Zealand) 

 

______________________________    ___________________________________ 

(Date)          (Date) 

 


